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Abstract

This article presents an approach to modeling migration and demographic processes using a 
framework designed for large-scale agent-based modeling – FLAME GPU. This approach is based 
on the previously developed simulation model of interaction between two communities: migrants 
and natives that is implemented in the AnyLogic simulation software. The model has had a low 
dimensionality of the discrete space representing the operating environment of the agent populations 
and a deterministic decision-making system of each agent. At the same time, the presence of multiple 
interactions between agents and transitions between their states determines a high computational 
complexity of such a model. The use of FLAME GPU makes it possible to conduct extensive 
simulation experiments with the model, mainly due to the parallelization of computational processes 
at the level of each agent, as well as the implementation of the mechanism of multiple computations 
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using Monte Carlo techniques. The developed framework is used to study the impact of the most 
important parameters of the model (e.g., rate of migration, governmental expenditures on integration, 
frequency of creation of new workplaces, etc.) on the key outputs of the modeled socio-economic 
system (in particular, population size, share of migrants, number of assimilated migrants, GDP growth 
rate, etc.). The proposed approach can be used to develop decision-making systems for planning the 
hiring of new employees based on the forecast dynamics of migration and demographic processes.

Keywords: agent-based modeling, migration and demographic processes, population dynamics, 
large-scale modeling, parallel computing on GPU, supercomputer modeling, decision support
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Introduction

In modern times, many companies and 
organizations are faced with a deficit of 
labor resources and the need to form a 

long-term plan for hiring new employees tak-
ing into account forecasts of migration flows 
and demographic processes. In conditions of 
the degradation of the internal demographic 
situation, many firms try refocusing themselves 
to attract migrants. However, due to the pres-
ence of many barriers created by an insufficient 
level of proficiency in the local language, lack 
of necessary qualifications and some other fac-
tors, there are natural limitations in attract-
ing external labor which can only be overcome 
through assimilation and integration processes 
implemented in conditions of financial support 
from the government.

The development of decision-making sys-
tems for planning the hiring of new employees 
and creation of new workplaces can be based 
on simulation models that take into account 
the forecast dynamics of the labor market. For 
instance, in the context of the spread of epidem-
ics, the government is able to introduce restric-
tions on the inflow of external labor, leading to a 
deficit of labor resources in sectors of the econ-
omy focused on migrants. On the other hand, 
the development of high-tech enterprises neces-
sitates the creation of new workplaces that are 

attractive for highly skilled natives. At the same 
time, providing the rational coexistence of two 
interacting communities, migrants and indige-
nous people, is an important challenge for busi-
ness and government.

As a result, the problem of studying and fore-
casting migration and demographic processes 
using simulation methods is being updated. 
Such methods, in particular, the agent-based 
approach (ABM), make it possible to con-
struct and investigate the behavior of a digital 
community consisting of agents with their own 
individual rules of behavior.

Among the well-known agent-based mod-
els of discrete type (i.e., with a discrete space 
of agents’ existence), one can single out the 
well-known Sugarscape model’ [1], which 
has become widespread as a tool for ana-
lyzing the attractiveness of local areas with 
resources (‘conditional sugar’) for agents. 
The model of ‘nomads and farmers’ [2, 3], 
in which some agents (‘conditional farmers’) 
create resources, while others destroy them in 
order to expand personal space (‘conditional 
nomads’) should be noted. Also, the models of 
population segregation of the Schelling class 
[4, 5], models of movement of an ensemble of 
unmanned vehicles [6, 7], models of migra-
tion and demographic processes [8–10], etc. 
are well known.
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Such systems as NetLogo, AnyLogic [11], 
as well as systems designed for supercom-
puter agent-based modeling Repast HPC [12], 
MASS CUDA [13, 14], FLAME GPU [15–
18], etc. can be highlighted among the simula-
tion ABM-tools intended for general purposes.

Most of these systems differ in the way of soft-
ware implementation of agents: either using 
only one central processor (for example, Net-
Logo, AnyLogic), or using a multi-cluster archi-
tecture based on CPU (e.g., Repast HPC) and 
MPI (Message Passing Interface) or they use 
GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) [19]. Among 
these platforms is FLAME GPU 21, which is 
characterized by a number of advantages. The 
framework is open source software, supports the 
ability to visualize a model using OpenGL [20]. 
Moreover, it allows multiple runs of an ensemble 
of models [21–24] on a personal computer (PC) 
using Visual Studio C++ and a Linux operat-
ing system on supercomputer systems based on 
NVIDIA CUDA2 (e.g., NVIDIA QUADRO 
RTX, NVIDIA Tesla, etc.). As a result, a flex-
ible approach to the development of ABMs on 
conventional PCs and computational experi-
ments on GPU-clusters is provided.

The FLAME GPU framework has been used 
to develop agent-based models in many fields 
ranging from biology to economics. As far as 
the authors of this article know, at the time of 
writing, the FLAME GPU platform was used 
to simulate migration processes in only two 
works [25, 26]. Other closest works are mode-
ling the behavior of agents in the ‘sugar’ model 
described above [27]. Modeling migration pro-
cesses causes additional technical complexity 
since dynamic creation of agent-migrants dur-
ing the simulation is needed.

This work is aimed at developing the agent-
based model of the dynamics of population 
and consists of two interacting communities: 

1  https://flamegpu.com/
2  https://developer.nvidia.com/

natives and migrants with the software imple-
mentation using the supercomputer simula-
tion system as FLAME GPU. The proposed 
approach made it possible to carry out a series 
of variation experiments and to identify impor-
tant relationships in the dynamics of the migra-
tion and demographic processes under study.

1. General description  
of the model

An artificial socio-economic system, con-
sisting of native and foreign populations inter-
acting with each other through both personal 
contacts of the ‘agent-agent’ type and through 
message exchanges is considered. In such a 
system, agents are both individuals (indigenous 
people and migrants) and resources that have 
the ‘ability’ to assess the nearest agents and 
send them information about their state and 
correspondence to agent interests. At the same 
time, high technology resources correspond 
more to natives, and low-technology resources 
are associated with migrants.

Thus, an important feature of the implemen-
tation of the simulation model of the interac-
tion of communities of migrants and natives 
is the mechanism of continuous messaging 
between agents and resources supported in the 
FLAME GPU.

As before, multiparticle interactions between 
agents are simulated in two-dimensional dis-
crete space with a relatively small dimensional-
ity of 100  100 cells and a capacity of not more 
than 10 000 agents. At the same time, the imple-
mentation of the model in the FLAME GPU is 
aimed largely at increasing the time-efficiency 
of the model in conditions of performing mul-
tiple recalculations using methods of the Monte 
Carlo type. The dimensionality of the model 
discrete space, which limits both the number 
of available workplaces and agents associated 
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with them, can be significantly increased almost 
without loss of the time-efficiency, mainly due 
to the parallelization of computational proce-
dures (‘agent-level functions’) with the use of 
graphics processing units (GPUs). In such a dis-
crete space, each agent can occupy only one cell 
with or without a workplace at each moment. 
At the same time, the complexity of the parallel 
implementation of the model under considera-
tion and the difficulties of automatic synchroni-
sation of agents in the FLAME GPU necessi-
tate additional control of this rule and eliminate 
possible collisions if they occur.

As in the past, the creation of ‘high-tech’ and 
‘low-tech’ workplaces, which are targeted by 
natives and migrants respectively, is provided. 
Both types of jobs provide the individual agents 
who occupy them with an increase in personal 
comfort. At the same time, the neighborhood 
with agent-migrants is negatively affected on 
the personal comfort level of natives, which is 
caused by the existing cultural differences and 
psychological characteristics of the agents.

All workplaces are created centrally and uni-
formly in a random way in all free cells of discrete 
space with different probabilities set for ‘high-
tech’ and ‘low-tech’ jobs, respectively. Despite 
the fact that this approach is the most costly for 
the state, it can help to avoid a shortage of jobs, 
which is especially important at high rates of 
migration. In addition, a greater number of evenly 
distributed jobs allows a significant increase in the 
number of mutual contacts between indigenous 
people and migrants, which has a positive effect 
on the level of proficiency in the local language, 
the possibility of obtaining a relevant local edu-
cation, etc., all of which helps to reduce the time 
required for assimilation and integration.

The contribution of ‘high-tech’ and ‘low-tech’ 
workplaces, usually occupied by natives and 
migrants, to economic growth (GDP) and gov-
ernment transfers (GT) is different. The ratio of 
GDP to labor resources units in the ‘high-tech’ 
sectors of the economy is significantly higher 

than in the ‘low-tech’ branches. At the same 
time, the creation of ‘low-tech’ workplaces 
leads to additional government spending, which 
also increases with the growth in the number of 
‘unemployed’ agents.

The model provides for an inflow of migrants 
with the subsequent ‘transformation’ of arriving 
agents into indigenous people after the period 
required for assimilation has expired (1–30 
years). Immigration is mainly due to the ‘grav-
ity effect’ [10], which sets a reinforcing feedback 
between the number of available non-assimi-
lated migrants and the inflow intensity of new 
agents. At the same time, in the model, the share 
of new immigrants (of the number of existing 
ones), as well as the costs of education and inte-
gration, are the key control parameters. There-
fore, the migration process in such a system can 
be considered as ‘controlled’ and ‘manned’ by a 
decision-maker (i.e., the government).

At each simulation moment, agents search for 
the nearest workplace corresponding to their type. 
At the same time, a feature of implementation 
of the model in the FLAME GPU is the reverse 
order of doing this procedure, i.e., resources (jobs) 
search for the most suitable agents for themselves, 
and, in the case of a positive outcome, assign them 
their coordinates as target cells, while blocking 
access to all other agents.

In addition, agents-natives and agent-migrants 
search for the most suitable partner for marriage 
and childbirth (i.e., taking into account age, 
marital status, etc.). While the personal comfort 
level of an agent is below the threshold level, it 
looks for a workplace. If the agent comfort level 
is equal to or higher than the threshold level and 
it does not have a partner yet, then it searches 
for a partner for marriage and childbirth (tak-
ing into account, suitable age and other required 
agent characteristics).

Thus, all agent- individuals can be in a station-
ary state, a state of searching for a workplace, a 
state of searching for a partner, a state of being 
ready to have children, etc. At the same time, 
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agent-migrants can also transfer to an assimila-
tion state after a certain time interval that is an 
endogenous characteristic of the model. Agent-
natives are characterized by higher values of 
thresholds (in particular, their minimum level of 
personal comfort is higher regarding the appro-
priate level of agent-migrants), which deter-
mine their transition to new states, for example, 
the state of searching for a workplace, a station-
ary state, the birth of children, etc.

The abstract description of the problem state-
ment and model dependencies (without taking 
into account the effect of assimilation and inte-
gration) are presented in [8] in detail.

2. Software implementation

The main computational procedures and func-
tions of the proposed simulation model taking 
into account the conditional sequence of their 
execution are described with Table 1. Functions 
of the FLAMEGPU_STEP_FUNCTION 
type are implemented at each model time at 
the central processing unit (CPU) level and 
the functions of the FLAMEGPU_AGENT_
FUNCTION class are sequentially executed 
in parallel computations using graphic proces-
sors (GPUs). At the same time, higher perfor-
mance of agent-based model implementation 
in comparison with the traditional approach is 
achieved by parallelizing the operations logic of 
each agent and exchanging messages with each 
other taking into account their spatial location.

In Table 1, ‘agent data’ refers to characteris-
tics of agents for natives and migrants (e.g., gen-
der, age, marital status, agent type, etc.), and 
‘resource data’ are related to characteristics of 
workplaces (e.g., resource type, ‘occupied / 
vacancy’, etc.).

The developed simulation model supports two 
main ways of performing computational proce-
dures:

 ♦ single runs, executed for one selected sce-
nario with fixed values of control parameters 

and visualization of the state of agents using 
the Open GL libraries [20];

 ♦ multiple runs implemented using the method 
of the Monte Carlo class [21–24] due to the 
parallel launch of the simulation model in the 
so-called ‘ensemble’ mode. This approach 
allows you to vary the values of the control 
parameters in specified ranges, in particular, 
using uniform, normal, and other distribu-
tion functions with their own characteristics.

The visualization of agent states in FLAME 
GPU is performed using Open GL and, in par-
ticular, is a lattice of a given dimension, in the 
cells of which agents (i.e. migrants and natives) 
and resources (i.e. ‘high-tech’ and ‘low-
tech’ workplaces) have been placed. In addi-
tion, there are free cells that do not contain 
resources and agents. At the same time, if an 
agent of working age occupies a cell that does 
not have a workplace, then it is considered as 
unemployed and the level of its personal com-
fort will gradually decrease. Note that the visu-
alization of agents’ states and their dynamics, 
i.e. moving to new cells of the discrete space 
is realized at each moment of the model time. 
Such an approach makes it possible to quali-
tatively assess the populations’ development, 
considering the individual choice of the most 
preferred workplaces by agents, as well as to 
study the segregation effects, etc.

3. Results  
of numerical experiments

All computations were performed with a 
FORSITE DSWS PRO supercomputer 
based on the QUADRO RTX 6000 over a 
time interval of 80 years. The total number of 
resource agents in the model is fixed (10 000) 
and it is limited by the dimension of a given 
discrete space (100  100). The number of 
native and migrant agents ranges from 0 to 
10 000, and is the result of a simulation experi-
ment. The values of the main parameters of the 
model are presented in Table 2.
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Table 1. 
Basic computational procedures and functions of the simulation model 

Function name Appointment Input 
messages

Output 
messages

FLAMEGPU_INIT_FUNCTION
(init_function)

The model initialization. Forming initial populations  
of natives, migrants and workplaces.

No No

FLAMEGPU_STEP_FUNCTION
(BasicOutput)

The arrival of new agent- migrants, birth of new agents  
(natives and migrants) in married couples (with more  
probability) and for single agents (with the lesser probability).

No No

FLAMEGPU_STEP_FUNCTION
(AgentUpdate)

The evaluation (i.e., collecting) of simulation results computed 
over the ensemble of agents at each moment of the simulation.

No No

FLAMEGPU_EXIT_CONDITION
(exit_condition)

Check doing the criterion of stopping the simulation. No No

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(check_all_agents, MsgArray2D, 
MsgNone)

Checking and resolving the potential collisions caused  
by accidental placement of some agents in one cell of  
discrete space.

Agent  
data

No

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(workplaces_creation, MsgNone, 
MsgNone)

Creation of new workplaces based on existing population of 
resources. The destroying of workplaces that are to be disap-
pearance.

No
Resource  

data

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(update_cell, MsgArray2D,  
MsgArray2D)

Information propagation among agents about available  
resources (workplaces). The check of a resource 
 occupancy by another agent.

Agent  
data

Resource  
data

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(check_cell, MsgArray2D,  
MsgArray2D)

Information propagation among other agents (natives and 
migrants) about existing agents (with their characteristics)  
and resources occupied by them. The identification of a 
resource type occupied by the agent.

Resource 
data

Agent  
data

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(agent_to_agent_contacts,  
MsgArray2D, MsgNone)

The determination of the frequency of contacts of the  
‘agent-agent’ type (within the 8-cells ‘Moore neighborhood‘)  
to estimate (recalculate) the level of local language  
knowledge among migrants, and the personal comfort level  
of natives decreasing due to contacts with migrants.

Agent  
data

Agent  
data

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(looking_for_partner, MsgArray2D, 
MsgArray2D)

The function of searching for the closest partner  
corresponding to specified criteria (e.g., the gender, age, 
marital status, etc.). 

Agent  
data

Agent  
data

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(get_married, MsgArray2D, 
MsgNone)

Getting married with an agent who sent a message with  
a unique identifier (ID).

Agent  
data

No

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(looking_for_resource, MsgAr-
ray2D, MsgArray2D)

The function of searching for an agent that is closely located 
regarding each workplace among agents which are in  
a workplaces search state. Assigning a target cell with  
a resource to the selected agent.

Agent  
data

Resource  
data

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(update_agent_state, MsgNone, 
MsgNone)

Updating the state of each agent depending on the values  of its 
characteristics (e.g., the personal comfort level, age, marital 
status, etc.).

No No

FLAMEGPU_AGENT_FUNCTION
(moving_trasaction, MsgArray2D, 
MsgNone)

A movement transaction of an agent in discrete space in order 
to occupy a chosen workplace, based on data about the target 
cell transmitted by the corresponding resource.

Resource 
data

No
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Table 2.
The main parameters of the model

Parameter name Minimum Maximum

Share of new migrants (of the number of existing agent-migrants) 0.1 0.5

Share of government expenditure on education in GDP per capita 0.1 0.5

Lifetime of ‘high-tech’ workplaces 5 15

Lifetime of ‘low-tech’ workplaces 5 15

Frequency of creation of new workplaces 5 15

Life expectancy of natives 70 90

Life expectancy of migrants 60 80

Minimum age for marriage and childbirth of natives 18 30

Minimum age for marriage and childbirth
of migrants 18 30

Minimum level of personal comfort for natives 3 10

Minimum level of personal comfort for migrants 3 10

Retirement age 60 75

Fig. 1. Frequency diagram  
for population size.
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Fig. 2. Frequency diagram for the average time required  
for assimilation and integration.

Figures 1–4 show frequency diagrams for the 
most important characteristics of the system 
under study obtained using the Monte Carlo 

class method, aggregated with the proposed 
agent-based model through its control param-
eters and objective functions.
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In the process of conducting the numerical 
experiments, multiple runs of the model (more 
than 1000) were carried out and the scenarios 
most differing in the estimated characteristics 
were selected. They have been visualised with 
Figs. 1–4.

As follows from Figs. 1–4, the expected val-
ues   of the modeled indicators have explic-
itly observed values. The frequent observability 
of the boundary values  of indicators should be 
noted too. At the same time, it seems there are 
scenarios of some improvement in the required 
objective characteristics (e.g., the average time 
needed for assimilation), but they require a sig-
nificant government expenditure on education, 
increasing the number of workplaces, etc.

As follows from Fig. 5, there is no unambigu-
ous dependence of the share of non-assimilated 
migrants on the average time required for their 
assimilation – for the most frequent values of 
the first indicator (from 7 to 12 years), differ-
ent values  of the second are possible – from 0 
to 0.55.

The data shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate an 
almost linear dependence between the simulated 
population size (the total number of natives and 

agent-migrants) and the total number of assimi-
lated migrants.

Further, the most important groups of scenar-
ios for the evolutionary development of com-
munities of migrants and indigenous people are 
considered:

 ♦ low-intensity and normal migration scenarios;

 ♦ scenarios of intensive and super-intensive 
migration.

The main characteristics of the scenarios to be 
studied are presented in Table 3.

In Figs. 7–10 are shown the model dynamics of 
the key characteristics of the system under con-
sideration over an 80-year simulation interval 
which is the result of the behavior of an ensem-
ble of interacting agents-natives and migrants.

Figures 7–8 allow us to make the following 
important conclusion. With the existing pat-
terns of agent behavior, a significant increase in 
the population size can be achieved only under 
conditions of intensive and super-intensive 
migration. However, such scenarios will cause a 
significant increase in the share of migrants in 
the population, which may lead to an increase 
in social tension. 
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Fig. 4. Frequency diagram  
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Fig. 5. Two-dimension frequency diagram for the average time needed  
for the assimilation and integration and share of non-assimilated migrants.
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Table 3.
Studied scenarios and model assumptions

Group of scenarios Scenario 
number

Share of new 
migrants

Share of government expenditure  
on education and integration

Low-intensity (normal) migration 
scenarios

Scenario 1 0.1 0.1

Scenario 2 0.1 0.25

Scenario 3 0.1 0.5

Intensive migration scenarios

Scenario 4 0.2 0.1

Scenario 5 0.2 0.25

Scenario 6 0.2 0.5

Super-intensive migration 
scenarios

Scenario 7 0.3 0.1

Scenario 8 0.3 0.25

Scenario 9 0.3 0.5
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Fig. 7. Simulated population dynamics.
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Fig. 8. Simulated dynamics of the share of non-assimilated migrants in the population.

Fig. 9. Simulated dynamics of GDP growth rates.
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Figure 9 shows that the highest rates of 
GDP growth can be achieved under scenar-
ios of intensive migration, however, the subse-
quent shortage of resources leads to a gradual 
decrease in the rates of economic growth.

From Fig. 10 it follows that scenarios of 
intensive and super-intensive migration cause 
a significant increase in government expend-
iture, mainly associated with the need to 

increase spending on education and integra-
tion of migrants, create appropriate jobs, pay 
unemployment benefits, etc.

Conclusion

This article presents a new approach to mode-
ling migration and demographic processes using 
the FLAME GPU. The framework is intended 

GDP growth rates 

Scenarios of super-intensive migration

Scenarios of super-intensive migration

Scenarios of low-intensive migration

Scenarios of low-intensive migration

Scenarios of intensive migration

Scenarios of intensive migration

Simulation time, years
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for supercomputer agent-based modeling and it 
allows parallelizing the logic of the simulation 
model at the level of each agent, providing a sig-
nificant increase in the time efficiency of the 
corresponding computational procedures.

As a result, using artificial data and methods of 
the Monte Carlo type, the most important char-
acteristics of the model of interaction between 
natives and migrants were studied: the popula-
tion size, average time needed for assimilation, 
share of non-assimilated migrants in the popu-
lation, etc. The scenarios that provide a positive 
contribution to the economic and demographic 
growth have been found. At the same time, the 
implementation of such scenarios, based mainly 
on intensive migration, necessitates a significant 
increase in government expenditure on educa-
tion and integration.

The proposed approach can be used to 

develop decision-making systems for planning 

hiring new employees based on the forecast 

dynamics of migration and demographic pro-

cesses.

Further research will be aimed at compli-

cating and detailing the model of interac-

tion between migrants and indigenous peo-

ple, using clustering methods for creating jobs, 

studying the effects of segregation, etc., using 

the FLAME GPU. 
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